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PREFACE

To imagine the American West of literature is to picture rugged landscapes and people to match them. It is difficult to escape the dramatic power of the American westward movement as portrayed in the novels of a Zane Grey or a Louis L'Amour. In numerous volumes, the action, adventure and descriptive power of the western novel describes the sweep of the westward expansion in stories that continue to find a world-wide readership. A number have won a Pulitzer Prize, and in addition it gave America a new hero, the cowboy.

While the western novel can find its origins in early narratives of American discovery and travel, it was James Fenimore Cooper who, with his *Leatherstocking Tales*, was the first imaginative writer to produce widely-read novels about the West. But it was the end of the nineteenth-century that witnessed the full-blown emergence of the western novel. Richard Etulain, [*Journal of Popular Culture* 6 (Spring 1972):799-805] has suggested several key factors that account for this development: the conflict between industrial and agricultural America and the resultant nostalgia for the past; the emergence of the "strenuous age" as reflected in the fiction of Jack London and others who wrote of the rough virile life "out-of-doors," in addition to a period of militant Anglo-Saxonism, whose hero-spirit can be found in the western novel; the disappearance of the dime novel and the revival of interest in historical fiction; and a general increased interest in the West as a kind of physical and spiritual frontier, an important symbol of
American values. No one saw the latter more clearly than Henry Nash Smith whose *Virgin Land, The American West as Symbol and Myth* (1950) is a seminal study of these themes.

Jane Tompkins has recently suggested an additional perspective: that the western novel was a specific response to the sentimental novel of the nineteenth-century. [*West of Everything, The Inner Life of Westerns* (1992)]. Her feminist perspective suggests important considerations: where woman is the main character in the sentimental novel, it is always a man in the western novel. In the sentimental novel the action takes place in private spaces (household rituals in kitchens, parlors, upstairs chambers); in westerns the action takes place either outdoors or in public places (on the prairie, in mountains, on the main street, the saloon or sheriff's office and it often focused on the rituals of the duel). Other differences include their focus (where one dramatizes the interior struggles of the heroine to live up to an ideal of Christian virtue, the other concerns the physical struggles between the hero and his opponents, ending in a fight to the death with guns); their descriptions of relations (where women tend to have close relationships with each other, the western hero's most important ties are with another man or an animal such as his horse or dog, from whom great physical hardships are required); their treatment of emotions (where women freely and openly express their feelings, the western hero seldom expresses his emotions—he is a man of few words who expresses himself through physical action, usually riding, fist-fighting and shooting); and religion (where the sentimental novels portray Bible reading, praying, hymn
singing, tea drinking, and focus on the key role of women in saving themselves and others in Christianity and dying a natural death at home, the western novel rejects the temperance movement and seldom worships or recognizes any divinity except nature itself, and death is never at home and always sudden, not something one prepares for). For Tompkins, the western answers the domestic novel and in so doing deliberately rejects evangelical protestantism by marginalizing the figure who stood for its religious and domestic ideals.

Clearly one of the main features of the western novel is its focus on the land, its beauty, ruggedness, and vastness. Its being conquered or itself conquering is a central theme that accounts for its continuing popularity and writers who had the literary skills to capture this part of America are still worth reading. But people are important features also, whether they be women, Native Americans, Spanish/Mexicans or the variety of immigrants that contributed to the rich tapestry of the Western American experience. Many have only recently found a literary voice. One need only read Leslie Silko's Ceremony (1977) or Scott Momaday's House Made of Dawn (1969) to sense the deep power the American West holds both for Native Americans and for those who would learn from them. Such works also remind us that the West did not end with the closing of the frontier in 1890, but that it continues to be a living force. Along with writers such as Wallace Stegner, these authors have written not just western novels, but world-class literature.
The popularity of novels of the American West and the recent scholarship on them suggests a continuing vitality in the study of Western American literature. The British Library has extensive holdings in this area. This bibliography provides a guide to the Library's extensive collections of both the works themselves and the interpretative studies about them.

This guide makes no claim of completeness. It does not list all writers of Western American Literature, nor does it list all of the works by those individuals listed, but it is a significant guide to the major works and authors. The bibliographical section will lead the serious student to the larger literature. A short section on folklore is included because of its key role in this topic, particularly suggesting the important place of oral tradition and story-telling in Western American Literature.

Important novels which present the Western experience as depressing, savage, violent and lacking in community include E.L. Doctorow, *Welcome to Hardtimes* (1977) and John Seelye, *The Kid* (1972). Novels that poke fun and are satires of the western include Max Evans, *The Rounders* (1960); Thomas Berger, *Little Big Man* (1965); and Robert Flynn, *North to Yesterday* (1967) and *Cat Ballou* (1965).

Examples of the New Western Literature, suggesting important new directions in this genre, include Douglas Unger, *Leaving the Land* (1984); Patricia Henley, *Friday Night at Silver Star* (1986); Craig Leslie, *Winter Kill* (1984); Kent Haruf, *The Tie That Binds* (1985); William Kittredge, *We Are Not*
In This Together (1984); and David Quammen, Blood Line: Stories of Fathers and Sons (1988).


I have specifically avoided the knotty problem of defining the "West" and have opted for a broad focus that embraces the whole of the American Westward Movement. Thus Thoreau, Whitman, Twain, Parkman and others are included in a bibliography that seeks to serve students in understanding the literature of a land that, in itself, is without boundaries east to west.

David J. Whittaker
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL GUIDES


BRAGIN, Charles, Dime Novels: Bibliography, 1860-1928 (Brooklyn, NY: C. Bragin, 1938). (11926.aaa.2)


KURTZ, Kenneth, *Literature of the American Southwest: A Selective Bibliography* (Los Angeles, CA: Occidental College, 1956). (2774.m.5)

LEVETTE, J. Davidson and Prudence Bostwick, eds., *Literature of the Rocky Mountain West, 1803-1903* (Caldwell, ID: Caxton Printer, 1939). (12299.bb.8)


RAMSEY, Jarold, ed., *Reading the Fire: Essays in the Traditional Indian Literatures of the Far West* (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1983). (X.950/28898)


PERIODICALS AND SERIES

The Dial, established in 1860. First Midwestern little magazine.

Frontier, began in 1927. A regional magazine.


Laramie Boomerang, established in 1881 by Bill Nye [Edgar Wilson Nye].

The Lark, founded in San Francisco in 1895. A little magazine. (PP.6343.ac)

MELUS. Journal of the Society for the Study of the Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United States. (P.901/2081)


Prairie Schooner, began in 1927 at the University of Nebraska. (P.P.4881.sbg)

Western American Literature (1966- ). (P.511/225)

Southwest Writers Series, S. Vaughn, Dallas, TX [1967-]

Western Writers Series, Boise State University, Boise, ID [1972- ]
INTERPRETIVE WORKS


--------, “God’s Country...Differing Visions of the West,” *Western American Literature* 9 (Winter 1975):273-83. (P.511/225)

CLIFFORD, Craig and Tom Pilkington, eds., *Range Wars: Heated Debates, Sober Reflections, and Other Assessments of Texas Writing* (Dallas, TX: Southern Methodist University Press, 1989). (YA.1990.b.5802)


DONDORE, Dorothy Anne, *The Prairie and the Making of Middle America: Four Centuries of Description* (Cedar Rapids, IA: Torch Press, 1926). (010410.f.25)


EMMONS, David M. *Garden in the Grasslands: Boomer Literature on the Central Great Plains* (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1971). (X.320/3698)


--------, "Research Opportunities in Western Literary History," Western Historical Quarterly 4 (July 1973):263-72. (P.701/404)


FRANKLIN, Wayne, Discoverers, Explorers, Settlers: The Diligent Writers of Early America (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1979). (X.800/29014)


GRAHAM, Don, James W. Lee, and William T. Pilkington, eds., *The Texas Literary Tradition: Fiction, Folklore, History* (Austin, TX: College of Liberal Arts, University of Texas, and the Texas State Historical Association, 1983). (DSC: 85/17651)


HAMPSTEN, Elizabeth, *Read This Only to Yourself: The Private Writings of Midwestern Women, 1880-1910* (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1982). (X.950/27667)


MOSSBERG, Christer Lennart, *Scandinavian Immigrant Literature*, Western Writers Series, No. 47. (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1981). (X.0909/731(47))


PAREDES, Americo, "With His Pistol in His Hand": A Border Ballad and Its Hero (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1958). [On Gregorio Cortez Lira]. (010601.aaa.5)


SKARDAL, Dorothy Burton. *The Divided Heart: Scandinavian Immigrant Experience Through Literary Sources* (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1974). (X.520/14993)


SONNICHSEN, Charles L., *From Hopalong to Hud: Thoughts on Western Fiction* (College Station, TX: Texas A&M University Press, 1978). (X.981/22151)


WESTBROOK, Max, "The Authentic Western," Western American Literature 13 (Fall 1978):213-25. (P.511/225)


**INDIVIDUAL AUTHORS**

[The holdings of the British Library in American Western Literature are broad and rich. What follows is a selected representation of these items arranged alphabetically by author, a selection of their works and relevant scholarly studies]

**EDWARD ABBEY [1927-1989]**


*Fire on the Mountain* (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1963). (Nov.1156)
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McCANN, Garth, Edward Abbey, Western Writers Series, No. 29 (Boise, ID: Boise State University Press, 1977).

RONALD, Ann, The New West of Edward Abbey (Albuquerque, NM: University of New Mexico Press, 1982). (X.800/40696)

WILLIAM PENN ADAIR [1879-1935]  
[Pseudonym is Will Rogers]


Wit and Wisdom, Jack Lait, comp. (New York: F.A. Stokes Co., 1936). (012331.h.41)


O’BRIEN, Patrick J., Will Rogers, Ambassador of Good Will (1935). (010885.f.50)


ANDY ADAMS [1859-1935]


The Log of a Cowboy: A Narrative of the Old Trail Days (London: Constable, 1903). (10413.f.15)


HENRY WILSON ALLEN [1912-1991]
[Pseudonyms are Will Henry and Clay Fisher]


Chiricahua (Boston: G.K. Hall, 1972).


The Tall Men (Kingswood: The World's Work, 1956). (NNN.7696)


GERTRUDE F. ATHERTON [1857-1948]

Before the Gringo Came (New York: J.S. Tait and Sons, 1894). (012705.ee.34)

The Californians (London: John Lane, 1898). (012703.ee.16)


JACKSON, Joseph H., Gertrude Atherton (San Francisco, CA: Newbegin's Book Shop, 1940). (11800.a.51)


McCLURE, Charlotte S., Gertrude Atherton, Western Writers Series, No. 23 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1976). (X.909/44084)

--------, Gertrude Atherton, TUSAS (Boston, MA: Twayne, 1979).

MARY H. AUSTIN [1868-1934]

California, The Land of the Sun (London: A.& C. Black, 1914). (10410.w.9)


The Land of Journeys' Ending [New Mexico] (New York: Century Co., 1924). (10482.aaa.10)

The Land of Little Rain (Boston, MA: Houghton, Mifflin, 1903). (10409.f.35)

Literary America, 1903-1934: The Mary Austin Letters, T.M. Pearce, ed. (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1979). (X.989/53778)


DOYLE, Helen McKnight, Mary Austin: Woman of Genius (New York: Gotham House, 1939). (10888.gg.6)

FINK, Augusta, I-Mary: A Biography of Mary Austin (Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona Press, 1983). (X.800/41271)


**THOMAS BERGER [1924- ]**

*Little Big Man* (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1965). (Nov.6876)


**BUFFALO BILL [see William Frederick Cody]**

**ROBERT MONTGOMERY BIRD [1806-1854]**

*Nick of the Woods; A Story of Kentucky*, 3 Volumes (London: Richard Bentley, 1837). (N.1420)


**BLACK ELK [1863-1950]**


B.M. BOWER [see Bertha Muzzey Bower Sinclair Cowan]

MAX BRAND [see Frederick Faust]

BENJAMIN CAPPS [1922- ]


_Sam Chance_ (New York: Duell, Sloan, 1965).


_Woman Chief_ (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1979). (X.950/4845)


SPECK, Ernest B., _Benjamin Capps_, Western Writers Series, No. 49 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1981). (X.0909/731(49))

WILLA CATHER [1873-1947]

_Death Comes for the Archbishop_ (London: William Heinemann, 1927). (12713.a.1)

O Pioneers! (London: William Heinemann, 1913). (012704.cc.43)


*The Song of the Lark* (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin, 1915). (NN.3117)


WOODRESS, James, *Willa Cather, Her Life and Work* (1970; Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1982). (X.950/19437)

**WALTER VAN TILBURG CLARK [1909-1971]**

*The Ox-Bow Incident* (London: Victor Gollancz, 1941). (12722.bbb.7)

*Track of the Cat* (London: Victor Gollancz, 1950). (12731.aaa.8)


SAMUEL LANGHORNE CLEMENS [1835-1910]  
[Pseudonym is Mark Twain]

(12705.eee.17)

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (London: Chatto & Windus, 1876).  
(12705.eee.24)

(C.131.e.9)

The Innocents Abroad. . . (Hartford, CT: American Publishing Co., 1869).  
(10026.dd.8)

Life on the Mississippi (Boston, MA: J.R. Osgood & Co., 1883).  (10410.s.4)

Roughing It (Hartford, CT: American Publishing Co., 1873).  (10410.s.5)

BENSON, Ivan, Mark Twain's Western Years (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1938).  (010883.k.32)

DeVOTO, Bernard, Mark Twain at Work (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1942).  (10888.n.19)

--------, Mark Twain's America (Boston, MA: Little, Brown, 1932).  (10881.r.21)

KAPLAN, Justin, Mr. Clemens and Mark Twain: A Biography (London: Cape, 1967).  (X.900/2111)

WILLIAM FREDERICK CODY [1846-1917]  
[Pseudonym is Buffalo Bill]

[Of the hundreds of dime novels relating to Cody, most were authored by Col. Prentis Ingraham, Major Dangerfield Burr, or Ned Buntline (Edward Zane Carroll Judson). But Cody himself wrote several]

The Prairie Pilot; or The Phantom Spy (New York: Beadle & Adams, 1884).
Death Trailer, the Chief of Scouts; or, Life and Home in a Frontier Fort (New York: Beadle & Adams, 1878).

Gold Bullet Sport; or The Knights of Chivalry [The Knight of the Overland] (New York: Beadle & Adams, 1879).


True Tales of the Plains (New York, 1908).


INA DONNA COOLBRITH [1841-1928]

*Songs from the Golden Gate* (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1895)

*Wings of Sunset* (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1929)


**JAMES FENIMORE COOPER [1789-1851]**


*The Last of the Mohicans*, 3 Vols. (London: J. Miller, 1826). (C.117.b.68)


*The Pioneers, or The Sources of the Susquehanna*, 3 Vols. (London, 1823). (N.175)


FRANKLIN, Wayne, *The New World of James Fenimore Cooper* (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1982). (X.950/18598)


**BERTHA MUZZEY BOWER SINCLAIR COWAN [1871-1940]**


STEPHEN CRANE [1871-1900]

*The Blue Hotel* (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1931). (X.908/8989N)


*The Red Badge of Courage* (New York: D. Appleton, 1895). (Cup.503.l.56)


RICHARD HENRY DANA [1815-1882]

*Two Years Before the Mast; or, A Voice From the Forecastle: Being A Sailor's Life at Sea* (London: J. Cunningham, 1841). (1509/295)


**HAROLD L. DAVIS [1894-1960]**

*Beulah Land* (London: Cassell & Co., 1950). (12731.c.4)

*Honey in the Horn* (London: Lovat Dickson & Thompson, 1935). [Won Pulitzer Prize] (012604.d.63)


BAIN, Robert, *H.L. Davis*, Western Writers Series, No. 11 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1974).

BRYANT, Paul T., *H.L. Davis*, TUSAS (Boston, MA: Twayne, 1978)


**BERNARD DeVOTO [1897-1955]**

*Across the Wide Missouri* (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin, 1947). [Won Pulitzer Prize]. (10411.h.40)

*The Course of Empire* (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin, 1952). (09555.dd.23)

*The House of Sun-Goes-Down* (London: Macmillan, 1928). (012706.i.1)

Years of Decision:  1846 (Boston, MA:  Little, Brown & Co., 1943).  
(9615.ppp.21)

(X.909/2864)

(X.989/19202)

--------, "Bernard DeVoto's Western Novels," Western American Literature 2 (Fall 1967):171-82.  
(P.511/225)


J. FRANK DOBIE [1888-1964]

(7112.e.49)

Coronado's Children.  Tales of Lost Mines and Buried Treasures of the Southwest (Dallas, TX:  Southwest Press, 1930).  
(X.800/1482)

Coyote Wisdom, Mody C. Boatright and Harry H. Ransom, eds. (Dallas, TX:  Southern Methodist University Press, 1965).  
(X.800/1983)

Guide to Life and Literature of the Southwest, Rev. ed. (Dallas, TX:  Southern Methodist University, 1952).  
(2774.m.1)

(7294.pp.6)

(07294.c.26)

Southwestern Lore [editor] (Austin, TX, 1932).  
(20017.dd.35)

(10353.k.17)

(7209.bb.41)


**E.L. DOCTOROW [1931- ]**


**MICHAEL DORRIS [1945- ]**


**JOSEPH-ERNEST-NEPHTALI DUAULT [1892-1942]**

[Pseudonym is Will James]

*All in the Day's Riding* (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1933). (07294.l.26)

*Cow Country* (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1927). (10884.g.17)

*Cowboys North and South* (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1924) (7904.ff.10)

*The Drifting Cowboy* (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1925) (7295.h.32)

*Lone Cowboy. My Life Story. . .* (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1930). (010880.e.32)

*Sand* (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1929). (12715.cc.13)

*Scorpion. A Good Bad Horse* (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1936). (012600.d.51)
Smoky the Cowhorse (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1926). (12808.df.19)

Will James' Book of Cowboy Stories (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1952). (12731.i.24)


WILLIAM EASTLAKE [1917- ]


The Bronc People (1958; London: Andre Deutsch, 1963). (Nov.911)


HASLAM, Gerald, William Eastlake, Southwest Writers Series, No. 36 (Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Co., 1970). (X.0909/635(36))


LOUISE ERDRICH [1954- ]

The Beet Queen (London: Hamilton, 1987). (Nov.1987/858)


MAX EVANS [1926-]


FREDERICK FAUST [1892-1944]
[Max Brand was the most popular pseudonym of his seventeen pen names]

Destry Rides Again (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1930). (A.N.477)

The Dude (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1940). (12721.d.4)

Hired Guns (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1951). (12701.aa.28)

Mystery Ranch (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1930). (A.N.257)

The Outlaw (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1933). (12709.ee.4)

Riders of the Plains (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1940). (12722.cc.3)

The Tenderfoot (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1955). (NNN.6733)

Bloodworth, Jr., William A., "Max Brand's West" Western American Literature 16 (Fall 1981):177-91. (P.511/225)


EDNA FERBER [1885-1968]

So Big (New York: Doubleday, 1924). [Won Pulitzer Prize]

Cimarron (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Doran & Co., 1930). (A.N.424)


HARVEY FERGUSSON [1890-1971]


Wolf Song (London: Alfred A. Knopf, 1927). (12713.aaa.10)

PILKINGTON, William T., Harvey Fergusson, TUSAS (Boston, MA: Twayne, 1975). (X.989/51667)


FOLSOM, James K., Harvey Fergusson, Southwest Writers Series, No. 20 (Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn, 1969).

JOHN FILSON [1747-1788]

The Discovery, Settlement and Present State ofKentucke . . . (Wilmington, DL: James Adams, 1784). [Beginning of the Western hero, Daniel Boone] (C.55.c.38)

CLAY FISHER [see Henry Wilson Allen]

VARDIS FISHER [1895-1968]

Mountain Man: A Novel of Male and Female in the Early American West (New York: William Morrow, 1965)

Toilers of the Hills (London: Victor Gallancz, 1929). (12715.aa.27)


ROBERT FLYNN [1932- ]

Cat Ballou (1965)

North to Yesterday (London: Hutchinson, 1967). (Nov.10733)

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE [1847-1938]

The Chosen Valley (Boston, MA: Houghton & Mifflin, 1892). (012706.ee.32)

Coeur d'Alene (Boston, MA: Houghton & Mifflin, 1894). (012706.ee.40)

The Cup of Trembling, and Other Stories (London: Gay & Bird, 1896). (012627.k.35)

Edith Bonham (Boston, MA: Houghton-Mifflin, 1917).

In Exile, and Other Stories (Boston, MA: Houghton & Mifflin, 1894). (012706.ee.39)

The Ground-Swell (Boston, MA: Houghton-Mifflin, 1919).
John Bodewin’s Testimony, A Mining Romance (London: F. Warne & Co., 1887). (12600.h.22)


The Royal Americans (Boston, MA: Houghton & Mifflin, 1910). (012705.d.6)

The Valley Road (Boston, MA: Houghton-Mifflin, 1915).


JOHNSON, Lee Ann, Mary Hallock Foote, TUSAS, (Boston, MA: Twayne, 1980). (DSC: 9076.754 no. 369)

MAGUIRE, James H., Mary Hallock Foote, Western Writers Series, No. 2 (Boise, ID: Boise State College, 1972). (X.0909/731)


HAMLIN GARLAND [1860-1940]

Main-Travelled Road: Mississippi Valley Stories (London: T. Fisner Unwin, 1892). (012706.f.22)

Prairie Folks (London: Sampson Low & Co., 1893). (012706.h.41)

A Member of the Third House (Chicago, IL: F.J. Schulte & Co., 1892). (012706.h.13)

The Eagle's Heart (London: W. Heinemann, 1900). (012622.3.40)


The Captain of the Gray-Horse Troop (London: Grant Richards, 1902). (012703.1.27)

Boy Life on the Prairie (New York: Macmillan, 1899). (012331.i.10)

A Son of the Middle Border (London: John Lane, 1917). (10889.aa.12)


HOLLOWAY, Jean, Hamlin Garland: A Biography (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1960). (10763.m.64)

PIZER, Donald, Hamlin Garland's Early Work and Career (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1960). (Ac.2689.g.65)


NAGEL, James, ed., Critical Essays on Hamlin Garland (Boston, MA: G.K. Hall, 1982). (X.950/13094)

**FRANK GLIDDEN [1908-1975]**
* [Pseudonym is Luke Short]


*Rimrock* (London: Collins, 1956). (NNN.7907)


*Vengeance Valley* (London: Collins, 1951). (12730.r.29)


**JOHN GRAVES [1920- ]**


**JOSIAH GREGG [1806-1850]**
Commerce of the Prairies; or the Journal of a Santa Fe Trader, During Eight Expeditions Across the Great Western Prairies, and a Residence of Nearly Nine Years in Northern Mexico, 2 Vols. (New York: 1844). (1431.F.14)


FOSTER, Edward Halsey, Josiah Gregg and Lewis H. Garrard, Western Writers Series, No. 28 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1977).


TWITCHELL, Ralph Emerson, Dr. Josiah Gregg: Historian of the Santa Fe Trail (Santa Fe, NM: Santa Fe New Mexican, 1924).

ZANE GREY [1872-1939]


The Roaring U.P. Trail (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1918). (NN.4961)

The Thundering Herd (New York: Harper & Bros., 1925). (12708.b.20)


The Vanishing American (New York: Harper & Bros., 1925). (12709.d.4)


Western Union (New York: Harper & Bros., 1939). (12721.bb.2)


RONALD, Ann, *Zane Grey*, Western Writers Series, No. 17 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1975). (X.909/44359)


**FRANK GRUBER [1904-1969]**

*Broken Lance* (London: Wright and Brown, 1951). (12731.bb.42)

*Bugles West* (London: Arthur Barker, 1956). (NNN.8473)


*Wanted!* (Toronto: Bantam, 1979). (H.79/2886)

**A.[LFRED] B. GUTHRIE, JR. [1901-1993]**


**JAMES HALL [1793-1868]**


Tales of the Border (Philadelphia, PA: 1835). (12703.b.34)

BURTSCHI, Mary, James Hall of Lincoln's Frontier World (Vandalia, IL: The Little Brick House, 1977). (X.809/47434)

FLANAGAN, John T., James Hall, Literary Pioneer of the Ohio Valley (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1941). (X.909/2173)

RANDALL, Randolph C., James Hall, Spokesman of the New West (Columbus, OH: Ohio State University Press, 1964). (X.900/4076)

[FRANCIS] BRET HARTE [1836-1902]

The Argonauts of North Liberty (Boston, MA: Houghton, Mifflin, 1888). (X.9071/6023)

Artemis in Sierra, Jack of the Tules (London: A.P. Watt, 1866). (1870.d.1/133.)

California Stories (London: Chatto and Windus, 1884). (12706.dd.10)


The Heathen Chinee, and Other Poems (London: 1871). (11688.bbb.38)

The Lost Galleon and Other Tales (San Francisco, CA: Towne & Bacon, 1867). (Cup.402.c.37)

The Luck of Roaring Camp, and Other Stories (Boston, MA: 1870). (12707.b.15)

Poems (Boston, MA: James R. Osgood & Co., 1871). (11688.b.45)


**ERNEST HAYCOX [1899-1950]**

*Alder Gulch* (1942; Boston, MA: G.K. Hall, 1984). (X.950/42343)

*The Best Western Stories of Ernest Haycox* (New York: Bantam Books, 1960). [Includes “Stage to Lordsburg,” which was the basis for John Ford’s film “Stagecoach”] (X.907/2506)

*The Border Trumpet* (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1940). (12721.a.18)

*Bugles in the Afternoon* (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1944). (12728.aa.40)

*Canyon Passage* (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1945). (NN.35766)


*No Law and Order* (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1942). (12725.bb.6)
Trail Smoke (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Doran & Co., 1936). (A.N.3085)


ETULAIN, Richard W., Ernest Haycox, Western Writers Series, No. 86 (Boise, ID: Boise State University Press, 1988). (X.0909/731)


WILL HENRY [see Henry Wilson Allen]

ANTHONY G. "TONY" HILLERMAN [1925-    ]


The Dark Wind (London: Gollancz, 1983). (Nov.48371)


Listening Woman (London: Macmillan, 1979). (Nov.38319)

People of Darkness (London: Gollancz, 1982). (Nov.46931)


LINDA HOGAN [1947-    ]


SARA WINNEMUCCA HOPKINS [1844?-1891]

*Life Among the Piutes* [First autobiography and tribal history by an Indian woman] (1883). (Mic.A.14030)

PAUL HORGAN [1903-    ]


*Far From Cibola* (London: Constable, 1938). (12718.dd.3)

*The Habit of Empire* (Santa Fe, NM: Rydal Press, 1938).


Non-fiction:


Of America East and West: Selections from the Writings of Paul Horgan, introduction by Henry Steele Commager (New York: Farrer, Straus, Giroux, 1984). (X.950/40322)


DAY, James M., Paul Horgan, Southwest Writers Series, No. 8 (Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn, 1967). (X.0909/635(8))


EMERSON HOUGH [1857-1923]

The Covered Wagon (New York: D. Appleton, 1922). (12702.bb.20)

Heart's Desire (New York: Macmillan Co., 1905). (012706.aa.26)


WYLDER, Delbert E., Emerson Hough, Southwest Writers Series, No. 19 (Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn, 1969).

--------, Emerson Hough, TUSAS (Boston, MA: Twayne, 1981). (DSC: 9076.754 no. 397)

WILLIAM INGE [1913-1973]

Four Plays... 'Come Back Little Sheba', 'Picnic', 'Bus Stop', 'The Dark at the Top of the Stairs' (London: William Heinemann, 1960). (12452.t.29)


WASHINGTON IRVING [1783-1859]

The Adventures of Captain Bonneville... , Rev. ed., (London: H.G. Bohn, 1850). (12206.h.1)

Astoria; Or Enterprise Beyond the Rocky Mountains (London: 1836). (1050.l.7)

A Tour on the Prairies (London, 1851). (12296.d.15.(2)


The Western Journals of... [edited and annotated by John Francis McDermott] (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1944). (X.981/11842)


Washington Irving: The Western Works, Western Writers Series, No. 14 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1974).


WILL JAMES [see Joseph-Ernest-Nephtali Dufault]


Cawdor and Other Poems (New York: Horace Liveright, 1928). (Cup.410.f.86)

Give Your Heart to the Hawks, and Other Poems (New York: Random House, 1933). (X.909/8660)


*The Selected Poetry of Robinson Jeffers* (New York: Random House, 1938). (11351.g.5)


*Themes in My Poems* (San Francisco, CA: Book Club of California, 1956). (Cup.501.k.10)


BROPHY, Robert, *Robinson Jeffers*, Western Writers Series, No. 19 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1975). (X.908/43046)


DOROTHY M. JOHNSON [1905-1984]

\textit{The Hanging Tree} (London: Andre Deutsch, 1959). (N.N.N.13061)


\textit{A Man Called Horse} (1959; London: Corgi, 1976). (H.76/1278)

\textit{The Man Who Knew the Buckskin Kid} (London: Corgi, 1976). (H.77/35)

ALTER, Judy, \textit{Dorothy Johnson}, Western Writers Series, No. 44 (Boise, ID; Boise State University, 1980). (X.0909/731)

ELMER KELTON [1926- ]

[Also published under Alex Hawk and Lee McElroy]


\textit{The Day the Cowboys Quit} (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1971).


\textit{The Wolf and the Buffalo} (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1980).


\textit{Long Way to Texas} (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1976)


KEN KESEY [1935- ]

*One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest* (London: Methuen and Co., 1962). (Nov.739)

*Sometimes a Great Notion* (London: Methuen, 1966). (Nov.7578)

*Kesey's Garage Sale* (New York: Viking, [1973]).

CARNES, Bruce, *Ken Kesey*, Western Writers Series (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1974).


THOMAS KING [1943- ]


Produced a series of forty-three related and illustrated stories on the West in The Post between July 1930 and March 1935.


ALAN LeMAY [1899-1964]


The Unforgiven (London: Collins, 1958). (NNN.11185)


LOUIS L’AMOUR [1908-1988]

The Cherokee Trail (London: Corgi, 1983). (H.83/577)

Education of a Wandering Man (New York: Bantam, 1989). [His autobiography]


Hanging Woman Creek (1964; London: Hale, 1976). (Nov.32133)


Showdown at Yellow Butte (1953; London: Wingate, 1977). (Nov. 35596)


Taggart, A Western (London: Transworld, 1959). (W.P.12745/743)

Westward the Tide (Kingswood: World's Work, 1950). (12731.c.34)


SINCLAIR LEWIS [1883-1951]

Babbitt (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1922). (12651.i.65)

Elmer Gantry (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1927). (12712.a.6)


Main Street (London: Jonathan Cape, 1926). (12713.aa.28)

Martin Arrowsmith (London: Jonathan Cape, 1925). (12708.bb.21)


LEWIS, Martin, The Quixotic Vision of Sinclair Lewis (West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University Press, 1976). (X.981/21983)


**JACK LONDON [1876-1916]**

[Born: John Griffith Chaney]

*The Call of the Wild* (New York: Macmillan, 1903). (012707.l.57)

*Martin Eden* (New York: Macmillan, 1908). (012629.h.52)

*One Sea Wolf* (New York: Macmillan, 1904). (012707.bb.5)

*The Son of the Wolf Tales of The Far West* (London: A.P. Watt, 1900). (012703.ee.44)

*White Fang* (New York: Macmillan, 1905). (012706.a.4)


WALCUTT, Charles Child, Jack London (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1966). (Ac.2692.km/3[no.57])


CORMAC McCARTHY [1933- ]


Blood Meridian, or, the Evening Redness in the West (London: Picador, 1990). (H.93/277)


THOMAS McGUIANE [1939- ]


Nobody's Angel (New York: Random House, 1982).


LARRY McMURTRY [1936-]

All My Friends Are Going to Be Strangers (London: Phoenix, 1994). (H.95/2319)


Horsem an, Pass By (1961; as Hud (London: Sphere, 1971). (H.71/437)


Leaving Cheyenne (London: Sphere, 1972). (H.73/132)


PEAVY, Charles D., Larry McMurtry, TUSAS (Boston, MA: Twayne, 1977). (X.989/53648)

D'ARCY McNICKLE [1904-1977]

Runner in the Sun: The Story of Indian Maize (Philadelphia; Toronto: John C. Winston Co.). (W.P.13266/206)

The Surrounded (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1936)
Wind From an Enemy Sky (San Francisco; London: Harper & Row, 1978). (Nov.38858)


FREDERICK MANFRED [1912- ]

The Chokecherry Tree (London: Dennis Dobson, 1949). (12730.h.16)

Conquering Horse (1959; Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1983). (X.950/29015)

The Golden Bowl (London: Dennis Dobson, 1947). (12729.de.23)


Scarlet Plume (1904; Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1983). (X.950/29018)


This is the Year (New York: Doubleday, 1947). (X.909/6583)


The Wind Blows Free: A Reminiscence (Sioux Falls, SD: Center for Western Studies, Augustana College, 1979). (X.950/28002)

FLORA, Joseph M., Frederick Manfred, Western Writers Series (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1974).

--------, ed., Conversations with Frederick Manfred (Salt Lake City, UT: University of Utah Press, 1974). (X.909/81618)

WRIGHT, Robert C., Frederick Manfred, TUSAS (Boston, MA: Twayne, 1979).

CAPTAIN FREDERICK MARRYAT [1792-1848]

Narrative of The Travels and Adventures of Monsieur R. Violet in California, Sonora and Western Texas, 3 Vols. (London, 1843) (1431.e.6)


JOHN JOSEPH MATTHEWS [1895-1979]


JOAQUIN MILLER [1837-1913]


First Fam'lies in the Sierras (London, 1875). (12703.bb.1)


Life Amongst the Modocs: Unwritten History (London, 1873). (10412.ee.19)

Pacific Poems (London, 1871). (11688.bb.10)

Songs of the Sierras (London, 1871). (11688.c.50)
Songs of the Sun-Lands (London, 1873).  (11686.f.43)


LAWSON, Benjamin S., *Joaquin Miller*, Western Writers Series, No. 43 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1980).  (X.0909/731)


N. SCOTT MOMADAY [1934- ]


TRIMBLE, Martha, *N. Scott Momaday*, Western Writers Series, No. 9 (Boise, ID: Boise State College, 1973).  (X.0900/731(9))

WRIGHT MORRIS [1910- ]

A Cloak of Light: Writing My Life (Franklin Center, PA: Franklin Library, 1985). (YA.1988.b.4068)


The Home Place (London: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1948). (12729.ff.15)


BIRD, Roy K., Wright Morris: Memory and Imagination (New York: Peter Lang, 1985). (YA.1990.a.17002)


HOWARD, Leon, Wright Morris (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1968). (Ac.2692.Km/3)


CLARENCE EDWARD MULFORD [1883-1956]


The Bar-20 Rides Again (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1926). (12711.bbb.11)
The Coming of Cassidy--and the Others, Maynard Dixon, illus. (London: C.F. Cazenove, 1913). (012622.g.26)


FRANK NORRIS [1870-1902]

McTeague: A Story of San Francisco (New York: Doubleday and McClure, 1899). (012703.ee.4)


The Pitt: A Story of Chicago (London: Grant Richards, 1903). (12703.a.1)


FRANCIS PARKMAN [1823-1893]

The California and Oregon Trail; Being Sketches of Prairie and Rocky Mountain Life (New York: 1849). (10411.e.17)


LEVIN, David, History As Romantic Art (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1959). (Ac.2692.n/8(1))

PEASE, Otis, Parkman's History: The Historian as Literary Artist (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1953). (Ac.2692.md/6)

WADE, Mason, Francis Parkman: Heroic Historian (New York: Viking, 1942). (10890.dd.2)

JAMES KIRKE PAULDING [1778-1860]

The Banks of the Ohio; or Westward Ho! A Tale, 3 Vols. (London: 1833). (N.960)


KATHERINE ANNE PORTER [1890-1980]

Flowering Judas (London: Jonathan Cape, 1936). (NN.25495)

Pale Horse, Pale Rider, Three Short Novels (London: Jonathan Cape, 1939). (12720.c.10)


LIBERMAN, M.M., Katherine Anne Porter's Fiction (Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 1971). (X.981/4046)


FREDERIC REMINGTON [1861-1909]

The Collected Writings of Frederic Remington, Peggy Samuels and Harold Samuels, eds., (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1979). (X.955/1390)

John Ermine of the Yellowstone (New York: Macmillan, 1902). (012703.k.47)


The Way of an Indian (London: Gay & Bird, 1906). (012706.c.21)


**EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES [1869-1934]**

*Beyond the Desert* (London: Wright and Brown, 1935). (NN.24389)

*Bransford of Rainbow Range* (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1921). (012602.f.21)

*Copper Streak Trail* (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1923). (NN.8599)


*West is West* (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1921). (012603.e.44)


--------, *A Bar Cross Man: The Life and Personal Writings of Eugene Manlove Rhodes* (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1956). (10865.m.27)


**CONRAD RICHTER [1890-1968]**


*Smoke Over the Prairie, and Other Stories* (London: T.V. Boardman, 1947). (12725.aa.26)

*The Town* (London: Frederick Muller, 1951). (12701.b.b.13)


*The Trees* (London: Constable, 1940). (12722.a.26)


**JOHN ROLLIN RIDGE [1827-1867]**
[Also known as Yellow Bird, a literal translation of his Cherokee name, Cheesequatalawny]


LYNN RIGGS [1899-1954]

_Cowboy Songs, Folk Songs, and Ballads from 'Green Grow The Lilacs’_ [Supplement to the text] (New York: Samuel French, 1932). (11791.e.48)

_Green Grow The Lilacs: A Play_ (New York: Samuel French, 1931). [Play from which the musical "Oklahoma" was made] (11791.r.25)


FRANK C. ROBERTSON [1890-1963]


_The Boss of Ten Mile Basin_ (London: Collins, 1928). (012706.i.22)

_Brand of the Open Hand_ (London: Collins, 1929). (12632.ppp.10)


_The Noose Hangs High_ (London: Collins, 1944). (12709.dd.38)

_Outlaw Country_ (London: Collins, 1941). (12723.aaa.20)


_Riders Against the Sky_ (London: Collins, 1951). (12701.b.3)

_Rifle Law_ (London: Collins, 1940). (12620.w.11)


THEODORE ROETHKE [1908-1963]


The Far Field (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1964). (X.909.7781)

The Lost Son and Other Poems (London: John Lehman, 1949). (11658.bb.84)


Open House (New York: Knopf, 1941). (X.989/27776)

Praise to the End! (Garden City, NY: Doubleday 1951). (11689.cc.15)


Words for the Wind (London: Seeker and Warburg, 1957). (11661.c.76)


WILL ROGERS [see William Penn Adair]

OSE E. ROLVAAG [1876-1931]


Haugen, Einar, Ole Edvard Rolvaag, TUSAS (Boston, MA: Twayne, 1983). (YA.1987.a.7935)

Reigstad, Paul, Rolvaag: His Life and Art (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1972). (X.989/25540)


GEORGE A.F. RUXTON [1821-1848]

Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains (London: John Murray, 1847). (1155.b.14.(3))
Life in the Far West (Edinburgh: W. Blackwood & Sons, 1849). (10410.aa.49)

CRACROFT, Richard H., "'Half-Froze for Mountain Doin's': The Influence and Significance of George F. Ruxton's Life in the Far West," Western American Literature 10 (May 1975):29-43. (P.511/225)


LAMBERT, Neal, George Frederick Ruxton, Western Writers Series, No. 15 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1974).


MARI SANDOZ [1896-1966]

The Beaver Men: Spearheads of Empire (1964; Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1978). (X.708/21278)

The Buffalo Hunters. The Slaughter of the Great Buffalo Herds (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1960). (7212.a.50)

The Cattleman (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1961). (7212.d.35)


The Horsecatcher (Leicester: Brockhampton Press, 1958). (NNN.12292)


STAUFFER, Helen W., Mari Sandoz, Story Catcher of the Plains (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1982). (X.950/18192)

--------, Mari Sandoz, Western Writers Series, No., 63 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1984). (X.0909/731)
JACK SCHAEFER [1907-1991]


Mavericks (London: Andre Deutsch, 1968). (X.990/1520)

Monte Walsh (London: Andre Deutsch, 1965). (Nov.6215)

The Pioneers (London: Andre Deutsch, 1957). (NNN.9425)


HASLEM, Gerald W., Jack Schaefer, Western Writers Series, No. 20 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1975). (X.909/44360)

JOHN SEELYE [1931- ]

The Kid (London: Chatto & Windus, 1972). (Nov.18670)


SAM SHEPARD [1943- ]


PATRAKA, Vivian M., *Sam Shepard*, Western Writers Series, No. 69 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1985). (X.0909/731)


LUKE SHORT [see Frank Glidden]

LESLIE MARMON SILKO [1948- ]


SEYERSTED, Per, *Leslie Marmon Silko*, Western Writers Series, No. 45 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1980). (X.0909/731)

WILLIAM GILMORE SIMMS [1806-1870]

*Beauchampe* (New York, 1856). (12705.h.14)


BERTHA SINCLAIR [see Bertha Muzzey Bower Sinclair Cowan]

WALLACE E. STEGNER [1909-1993]


*The Big Rock Candy Mountain* (New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1943). (12725.dd.25)


[Histories]


**JOHN STEINBECK [1902-1968]**

[Received Nobel Prize for Literature, 1962]

*Cannery Row* (London: William Heinemann, 1945). (12729.aa.16)

*East of Eden* (New York: Viking Press, 1952). (Cup.800.b.1)


**RUTH SUCKOW [1892-1960]**

*The Bonney Family* (New York: Knopf, 1928). (12714.aaa.18)

*Children and Other People* (New York: Knopf, 1931). (A.N.1105)

*Cora* (New York: Knopf, 1929). (A.N.192)
Country People (New York: Knopf, 1924). (012704.aa.54)


Iowa Interiors (New York: Knopf, 1926). (12711.bbb.18)


The Kramer Girls (New York: Knopf, 1930). (A.N.374)

The Odyssey of a Nice Girl (New York: Knopf, 1925). (12709.cc.10)


People and Houses (London: Jonathan Cape, 1927). (12712.aa.7)


HAMBLEN, Abigail Ann, Ruth Suckow, Western Writers Series (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1978).


HENRY DAVID THOREAU [1817-1862]


Walden: Or Life in the Woods (Boston, MA: 1854). (12356.b.28)

A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers (Boston, MA: 1849). (10411.f.22)


**WILBUR C. TUTTLE [1883-1969]**


*Double-crossers of Ghost Tree* (London: Collins, 1965). (Nov.6959)


*Ghost Trails* (London: W.C. Collins Sons & Co., 1926). (12710.aaa.16)


**MARK TWAIN [see Samuel Langhorne Clemens]**

**GERALD VIZENOR [1934-]**


The Trickster of Liberty (Minneapolis: Minnesota University Press, c1988). (YA.1990.a.12060)

FRANK J. WATERS [1902- ]


JAMES WELCH [1940- ]

The Death of Loney (London: Gollanez, 1980). (Nov.40622)


WILD, Peter, James Welch, Western Writers Series, No. 57 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1983). (X.0909/731)

STEWART EDWARD WHITE [1873-1946]

Arizona Nights (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1907). (012624.ee.29)
The Blazed Trail (Westminster: Archibald Constable & Co., 1902). (012703.i.29)

The Claim Jumpers (New York: D. Appleton, 1901). (012704.h.34)


ALTER, July, Stewart Edward White, Western Writers Series, No. 18 (Boise, ID: Boise State University, 1975).

WALT WHITMAN [1819-1892]


Leaves of Grass (Brooklyn, NY: 1855). (C.58.g.4)

Passage to India (Washington, DC: 1871). (Cup.400.c.16)


KUMMINGS, Donald D., Walt Whitman, 1940-1975: A Reference Guide (Boston, MA: G.K. Hall, 1982). (2725.g.157)


LAURA INGALLS WILDER [1867-1957]

Farmer Boy (New York: Harper & Bros., 1953). (12701.i.7)


Little Town on The Prairie (New York: Harper & Bros., 1941). (12724.d.2)


SPAETH, Janet, Laura Ingalls Wilder, TUSAS (Boston, MA: Twayne, 1987). (DSC: 9076.754 no. 517)

ZOCHERT, Donald, Laura: The Life of Laura Ingalls Wilder (Chicago, IL: Regnery, 1976).

OWEN WISTER [1860-1938]

Red Men & White (New York: Osgood & Co., 1896). (012706.m.29)

Lin McLean (New York: Harper & Bros., 1897). (01274.f.27)

The Virginian. A Horseman of the Plains (New York: Macmillan Co., 1902). (012703.k.1)


ETULAIN, Richard W., Owen Wister: The Western Writings, Western Writers Series, No. 7 (Boise, ID: Boise State College, 1973). (X.0909/731(7))


YELLOW BIRD [see John Rollin Ridge]
FOLKLORE OF THE AMERICAN WEST


---------, *Davy Crockett, Frontier Hero. The Truth as He Told It, The Legend as Friends Built It* (New York: Cavard-McCann, 1955). (10892.b.14)

---------, *Folklore in America: A Legendary History of Our Humorous Heroes* (New York: Coward-McCann, 1944).


CLARK, Thomas D., *The Rampaging Frontier. Manners and Humors of Pioneer Days in the South and the Middle West* (Indianapolis, IN: Bobbs-Merrill, 1939). (010410.a.22)


--------, *Man and Beast in American Comic Legend* (Bloomington, IN: Indiana Press, 1982). (YA.1989.b.6237)


--------, *Buying the Wind* (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1964). (X.909/1099)


--------, *Saints of Sage and Saddle: Folklore Among the Mormons* (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1956). (X.709/13364)

--------, *Heaven on Horse-back: Revivalist Songs and Verse in the Cowboy Idiom* (Logan, UT: Utah State University Press, 1970). (X.100/11552)


**PERIODICALS (Folklore Studies)**

*Journal of American Folklore*, Vol. 1- (1888-). (Ac.9959)

*Northwest Folklore*, Vol. 1- (1965-). (P.801/227)

*Western Folklore*, Vol. 22- (1963-). (Ac.9234 rp)